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ShareWare Maker offers a flexible locking system with rock solid encryption. ShareWare Maker supports

VB, C++, Delphi, other executables and e-books. It will also generate serial numbers to register your

application. ShareWare Maker 1.0 provides extra features which you will not find elsewhere. *Easy To
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Implement *Advanced Trial System (With binary system) *File Date Changing System *Hardware Finger

Print *Debugger Detection *Web Registration Feature (Direct transaction through Software.) *Offline

Registration (The dialog can also be password protected.) *Ability to choose the number of trial

executions. *Ability to generate three levels of key generation. *RC4 and Enigma Encryption is used.

*Hidden Traps in the wrapper to detect illegal activity. *Test Program Included. Can you say Warez? The

term "warez" is generally used to describe commercial software that has been pirated and made available

to the public. Crackers break the software's protection and share illegal copies of the software (YOUR

software)... all around the world via the Internet! And make no mistake, we're not talking some small

amount of chump change either... it's $BILLIONS of dollars of losses annually. And if you think your

application won't make the list... think again! Here's what ShareWare Maker can do for you... *Create trial

versions of software and ebooks. *Create trial-ware for all other exe files. *Option to create trial version

based on time, count and date. *Reset trials on new versions. Option to allow only one copy. *Create exe

backup and detect file modification. *Enable hardware fingerprint. *Option to maintain stolen code

database. *Highly secured encryption. *Easy to use. *No licensing fees. *Supports Windows 98, ME, NT,

XP. *Get Shareware Creator now... for only $27.00 Including FULL Source Code & FULL Private Label

Rights! That's right. You not only get the ShareWare Maker program, but you also get the original source

code and full private label rights too! Feel free to modify the code anyway you would like... there are NO

restrictions. You can even sell ShareWare Maker and keep 100 of the profits!
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